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Abstract

Spiking Neural Networks (SNN) for Versatile Applications (SNAVA) simulation

platform is a scalable and programmable parallel architecture that supports real-

time, large-scale, multi-model SNN computation. This parallel architecture is

implemented in modern Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) devices to

provide high performance execution and flexibility to support large-scale SNN

models. Flexibility is defined in terms of programmability, which allows easy

synapse and neuron implementation. This has been achieved by using a special-

purpose Processing Elements (PEs) for computing SNNs, and analyzing and

customizing the instruction set according to the processing needs to achieve

maximum performance with minimum resources. The parallel architecture is

interfaced with customized Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) to configure the

SNN’s connectivity, to compile the neuron-synapse model and to monitor SNN’s

activity. Our contribution intends to provide a tool that allows to prototype

SNNs faster than on CPU/GPU architectures but significantly cheaper than

fabricating a customized neuromorphic chip. This could be potentially valuable

to the computational neuroscience and neuromorphic engineering communities.
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1. Introduction

In the present era, simulation of complex biological neural systems is a trend-

ing research area. Neuroscientists consider it an important tool in understanding

the structure and dynamics of the human brain. The unparalleled performance

of the human brain has encouraged many engineers to develop bio-inspired sim-5

ulators that mimic part of the human brain functionality. Though there have

been many research projects on this discipline, most of those implementations

run on conventional Von Neumann computing architectures. Albeit their advan-

tages of shorter design time and freedom in configurability, they require bulky

computing systems for simulation of large-scale networks. For example, the10

IBM’s Blue-Gene supercomputer runs the simulation of very large-scale spiking

neural networks at ion-channel level [1]. However, the simulation of extreme-

scale and high-complex SNN models in software-based simulators, which are

implemented in Von Neumann machines, could not match the biological spik-

ing rate (milli seconds) and demand large amount of power. For instance, the15

Blue-Gene consumes around 8.4 GWatts [2].

Analog implementations exploit transistor’s sub-threshold range operations

to create compact and high-speed processing neural simulators. “BrainScaleS”

[3] is one of the most prominent projects in full custom analog design to sim-

ulate exponential integrate-and-fire neurons [4]. Analog implementations offer20

extremely low area and energy consumption for very large-scale networks; how-

ever, they are difficult to program and to scale. Hence, the full custom analog

implementations could be useful for those applications where the behavior of

the SNN is very well defined and characterized. Apart from this fact, analog

implementations are very costly to fabricate and time consuming to design and25

to tune.

In contrast to analog-based solutions, most digital implementations are less

costly and more flexible. Currently many implementations use general-purpose

multiprocessors, Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) or FPGAs. These digi-
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tal architectures offer wide range of flexibility and re-configurability to process30

large-scale SNN models at high speed.

One of the recently highlighted multiprocessor-based SNN simulators is TrueNorth

[5]. TrueNorth implements Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons with high

number of synapses without plasticity. SpiNNaker [6] is another well-known

multiprocessor-based SNN simulator. Its programmable feature allows SpiN-35

Naker to support different SNN models at the cost of highly complex processing

cores.

GPU cards can provide a powerful solution when highly parallel comput-

ing is required. Complexity of SNNs make memory management and spike

propagation major obstacles in using general purpose GPUs. Several advanced40

GPU-based simulators have been proposed during the last ten years, one of them

is NEST (Neural Simulation Tool) [7] that supports several neural & synaptic

models. Its low degree of biophysical detail has been a critical issue. NeoCorti-

cal Simulator 6 (NCS6) addresses this issue and reaches good levels of biological

detail [8]. NCS6 natively supports LIF and Izhikevich [9] models and also al-45

lows the user to design his/her own interface for other neural models. NeMo is

one other famous GPU based SNN simulator [10] that enables users to simulate

models like Izhikevich [9], integrate-and-fire models and Kuramoto oscillators

[11].

FPGA-based SNN simulation has been proposed and implemented in several50

works [12–15]. One of the proposed works [12] is focused on building a multiple

FPGA-based architecture with high speed communication by using high speed

serial links available in advanced FPGA boards. However, there is no mech-

anism that can manage congestion in the SNN network in case of saturation.

In addition, this architecture can simulate Izhikevich neurons [9] with fixed55

pipeline stages. This greatly reduces the capacity of the system for supporting

different SNN models. Moreover, this architecture is designed for the simulation

of simple and specific SNN models that do not take plasticity of synapses into

consideration. This has special relevance since plasticity [16–18] is an important

feature to be taken into account while considering real-time self-evolving neu-60
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romorphic systems, which is the target of simulators [14, 19–21]. Apart from

this architecture, Zamarreño et al. [13] proposed a scalable-reconfigurable neu-

romorphic Address Event Representation (AER) configured as 2D mesh. They

claim that the proposed architecture is capable of managing spike traffic using

routing approaches in a single or multiple FPGAs. The architecture simulates65

simple Integrate-and-Fire (IF) neurons to perform the convolution operation

[22] that is used in image processing (character recognition), but neurons do

not involve plasticity. Another architecture was developed by Neil et al. [14].

They proposed a FPGA-based SNN accelerator that is called Minitaur. The

aim of Minitaur is to implement a large-scale LIF neural network to efficiently70

perform handwritten digit classification. Part of their future work is to explore

new effective learning methods to improve the accuracy of the classification.

One of the recent FPGA-based systems has been proposed by Luo et al. [15] to

simulate the cerebellum. Their results show that the proposed platform simu-

lates Golgi and granular cells at high processing speeds and it could be adapted75

as a potential neuroprosthetic platform for future clinical applications.

The FPGA digital implementations above discussed trade off model flexi-

ble and high speed processing. The GPU and general purpose multiprocessor

approaches seem to have the flexibility to implement several SNN models and

the scalability to implement fairly large-scale networks. But all these imple-80

mentations rely on a general purpose Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and on

chip communication to simulate SNN. Evidently, there would be some perfor-

mance loss and power consumption because of certain functionalities that are

useless for SNN simulation. This work presents a complete solution for real-time

multi-model SNN simulation called SNAVA. The SNAVA solution has been de-85

signed by analyzing several SNN models. The ISA of this digital architecture

has been tailored to SNN simulation to get the best out of the utilized hardware.

Hardware-software co-design is the strength of the solution. Software to design,

configure and monitor the network has been tightly coupled with the hardware

for seamless operation. SNAVA is presented in this article along with the soft-90

ware and a functional prototype. The article has been split into eight sections.
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Section 2 presents some of the neural models that were considered for the design

of SNAVA leading to several design decisions. Section 3 gives an overview of the

SNAVA digital architecture. Section 4 introduces the SNAVA prototype along

with the software to design, configure and monitor SNN called SNAV A Conf95

and SNAVA HMI. Section 5 shows the performance analyses of SNAVA and a

comparison between its performance and digital embedded systems. Section 6

points out and compares the related work. Section 7 describes the simulation

of SynFire Chain (SFC) algorithm to demonstrate the flexibility SNN modeling

capability of the proposed architecture to solve complex non-linear models at100

high processing speeds. Section 8 shows a simple experiment to demonstrate

the capability of SNAVA to support plasticity. Finally, Section 9 concludes with

the further planned work.

2. Neuron model analysis

Several SNN models have been proposed in the last few decades. Most of105

them model the ion channels that are responsible for generating spikes at the

axon initial segment. The classic and popular one proposed by Hodgkin and

Huxley [23] describes a conductance-based neuron by reproducing electrophys-

iological measurements to a very high degree of accuracy. Unfortunately, this

model is very complex; setting aside it is difficult to analyze, it is computa-110

tionally expensive in numerical implementations. The simplest SNN model is

the IF model, enhanced to the LIF, as the IF is too simple in general. The

LIF model is simple to understand, easy to implement and commonly used in

SNNs. It is extensively used in applications involving processing of time-varying

signals [24]. Based on the LIF models there are several other adaptations with115

various levels of detail of neural behaviors. One such neural model was pro-

posed by Izhikevich [9]. This model combines the biological accuracy of the

Hodgkin–Huxley-type dynamics and the computational efficiency of LIF neu-

rons to reproduce the spiking behavior of twenty neurons dynamics [9]. Another

SNN model, which was proposed by Iglesias and Villa [25], focuses on including120
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the Spike-Time Dependent Plasticity (STDP) rule in the synapse model and

the neuron is modelled as a LIF neuron with background noise [25].

By analyzing the models proposed above by various scholars, we observed

that the parameters of the synapse model contribute to determine the next

state of the associated neuron and the present state of the neuron parameter of125

the model contributes to determine the next parameter state of the associated

synapses. The final goal is always to determine the membrane potential that

decides when a neuron fires a spike. In addition, it can be seen that the param-

eters involved in modelling the neuron and the associated synapses are local to

that particular neuron in most cases. Thus, each neuron can be simulated with130

a processor with a local memory to hold the modelling parameters as they will

be accessed frequently and an array of processor blocks simulates all neurons

and concerned synapses simultaneously by using the same algorithm. There-

fore, they will require the same set of operations with different local parameters

along with a single control unit. This allows the using of a Single Instruction135

Multiple Data (SIMD) processor array.

A processing flow that would suit these models for each neuron-synapse unit

would be:

1. Computation of synapse parameters from the present neuron states.

2. Computation of neuron parameters from the evolved synapse states.140

3. Communication of spikes, if any, between neurons.

From the above 1&2 can be grouped and called Processing phase (Phase I)

and 3 can be defined as Spike distribution phase (Phase II). It can be argued

that the processing of both synapses and the neurons should be simultaneous to

be close to biology. But in reality, the number of synapses is greater by many145

magnitudes than the number of neurons. So the physically plausible option can

be each neuron and associated synapses simulated by one processor and a large

number of processors can simulate large neural networks, as shown in Fig. 1.

Based on the previous assumption, the proposed processor can simulate neurons

and synapses using a proposed flowchart (see Fig. 1) that is mainly composed150
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of an initialization process, load neuron parameters, a synaptic loop, a neuron

computation and spike distribution process. The initialization process is linked

to define the neural-synaptic parameters, connectivity and SNN algorithm. The

synaptic loop can be dedicated to load synaptic parameters into the registers

of the processor and process each synapse sequentially. After that, the neuron155

computation process determines the membrane potential (neural parameter).

The last process is in charge of propagating the resulting spikes into the network.

Once Phase II finishes the spike distribution, Phase I can be resumed to calculate

the synaptic-neural state for the next simulation step. All the above has been

taken into account in SNAVA and it has been designed to support all the SNN160

models that follow the conventional threshold-based spiking approach, right

from the simplest IF model to the complex Iglesias and Villa with STDP [25],

where the communication between neurons is only through spikes.

Figure 1: Execution flow for SNN simulation.

3. SNAVA architectural overview

SNAVA architecture is mainly composed of an array of SIMD units, a sin-165

gle control unit and a number of communication units that support software
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to configure and monitor the system in real time (1 ms time step simulation).

In addition, SNAVA is a scalable architecture and has the flexibility to be im-

plemented into several chips forming a system in any topology of user’s choice

[26]. The design of SNAVA architecture was based on three key ideas that170

have contributed to simulate large-scale SNN models at high processing speeds

and communication speeds. These ideas are related to the processing system,

memory system and communication system.

1. Processing system/Virtualized topology: The virtualization concept also

known as time-multiplexing of neural computations that increases the ca-175

pacity of the architecture in order to support several neurons by using

the same processor. This technique tries to minimize the consumption of

hardware in exchange for the increase in the execution time. The imple-

mentation of the virtualization concept is feasible in SNAVA architecture.

This is because SNAVA was designed to execute SNN models at high pro-180

cessing speed achieving less than 1 ms for every time step simulation.

Assuming the time resolution in the biological neurons is considered to be

around 1 ms. Therefore, several neurons could be simulated in that time

by using the same array.

2. Memory system: A distributed memory system has been implemented in185

the current architecture. The memory system allows accessing the memory

in each processor by spending a single clock cycle. Putting into practice of

such a system was possible since modern FPGAs have thousands of Blocks

of RAM integrated in them which could be used for this purpose. Besides,

the BRAMs have been manufactured in such a way that they optimize the190

area and power consumption.

3. Communication System: The technological advancements in terms of com-

munication have enabled the development of new protocols of communi-

cation at very high speeds. This important aspect has been considered in

design of SNAVA in order to be upgradeable with the newest technology195

without having to make radical changes in the architecture.
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The functional block schematic of SNAVA is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Architectural Overview of SNAVA.

It consists of the following main blocks.

a) The Processing Element (PE) array – This array computes the neuron

and synapse model algorithm. The functional structure of a Central Process-200

ing Element (CPE), a PE consists of a 64-bit LFSR in Galois configuration, a

Synaptic Block Random Access Memory (BRAM), Neural BRAM, a Content

Addressable Memory (CAM) and a Spike register, as shown in Fig. 3. The

synaptic parameters are stored in the Synaptic BRAM and neural param-

eters are stored in the Neural BRAM. The CAM contains the addresses of205
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the neurons that are connected to the PE. The spike register is an n-bit reg-

ister where n is the number of synapses associated with those neurons. The

Content Addressable Memory (CAM) and spike register are active during

spike distribution phase. The CAM contains the addresses of the neurons

that have synaptic connections with the PE it belongs to. It reads from210

the AER bus the broadcasted addresses of the neurons that spiked [26] and

generates matches if the PE has synaptic connections to that neuron. This

match is stored in the position that corresponds to the synaptic connection

in the spike register. This information is used by the CPE while processing

synapses.215

Figure 3: The structure of the Processing Element with interface to other modules.

The CPE is responsible for performing the algorithm computations. It im-

plements arithmetic, logic, data movement and some SNN-customized oper-

ations controlled by the execution unit (see Table A1). It mainly consists
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of an Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), an active register bank and a shadow

register bank, each of 8 16-bit registers. As mentioned above, a key fea-220

ture of the proposed PE is linked to use of distributed memory banks to

optimize the memory access by avoiding the bottleneck that arises in many

other architectures of loading/storing global parameters. In our design, the

data ports of the BRAMs are wired to the active and shadow registers of

the CPE respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, the memory system225

allows accessing the memory in each PE by spending a single clock cycle

and eliminating critical paths. In addition, the shadow register as the name

implies serves as a temporary storage for the active registers providing space

for complex algorithms and data move operations are possible between the

active and the shadow registers either as bulk or single. The positive benefit230

of the shadow registers is that a single neural parameter or multiple neural

parameters can be accessed in a single clock avoiding access to the BRAM

memory which helps to increase the processing speed of the SNN algorithms.

Figure 4: Central Processing Element data path.

b) Execution module – The Execution module consists of a sequencer (Seq)
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and Block-RAM (BRAM) that stores the instructions to be executed and235

the global constants. The sequencer is capable of executing ALU, Data

movement, conditional and unconditional control transfer, and looping in-

structions as given in Table A1. The data path of the sequencer consists

of a program counter (PC) that points to the memory position of the next

instruction. The length of the memory program is limited to 1024 words240

due to 10-bit addressing of the PC. At position 0, the instruction memory

stores the IMEMP pointer, which indicates the position of the first program

instruction. Another pointer, the DMEM indicates the position of the con-

stants to be loaded to the registers of the PE array. Three Last-In First-Out

(LIFO) stacks are provided to keep track of iterations in the LOOPS and245

LOOPN instructions (see Table A1). The LIFO depth by default is 8, so

eight nesting levels are supported. Nesting requires storing the PC contents,

the current iteration number and the loop limit in the stacks depicted in Fig.

5 (PC LIFO, LOOP LIFO and LOOP LIFO2 blocks).

The sequencer is defined as 3-stage pipelined Moore-type finite state ma-250

chine, to determine the control flow in the system. These 3 stages are: fetch,

decode and execute. Fig. 6 shows the FSM state and works as follows: a

synchronous reset initializes the state, so that all registers of the sequencer

are set to 0. After the reset state, the first position of the BRAM instruction

is read and loaded into the instruction address pointer IMEMP. Therefore,255

the program starts from the location pointed by the IMEMP. The next state

is FETCH. In this state the BRAM is read using the IMEMP as base ad-

dress so the first instruction is read and the opcode is decoded. The PC

is incremented to point to the next instruction. This process is carried out

simultaneously. While the instruction is decoded the next instruction is read260

by the incremented PC counter. This mechanism allows pipeline execution,

only for instructions that need two clock cycles the pipeline process must

break. These instructions are READMP, ENDL, GOTO and RET.

In addition, the sequencer contains data monitoring logic that is interfaced

with the user-side Ethernet block that connects SNAVA to the host CPU.265
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Figure 5: Sequencer data path.

It shares a few handshake signals for the transmission/reception of system

information/control data. The data monitor has been implemented mainly

to provide user with a control to send neural and synaptic information to the

Host CPU through the user-side Ethernet communication block for monitor-

ing the network at any point in the algorithm execution during the synaptic-270

neural processing phase. With different patterns of STOREB and HALT

instructions (see Table A1), the user can initiate different modes of mon-

itoring. There are two modes in which the data monitor logic operates,

namely on-line scan and off-line scan. The STOREB instruction stores the

synapse/neural data from certain active registers as decided by the user to275

a monitor buffer inside every CPE (see Fig. 4 ).

(a) When a STOREB instruction is followed by HALT, the sequencer halts
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Figure 6: Sequencer state machine.

execution and initiates the off-line scan mode. In this mode the monitor

buffer in each CPE is read one by one and the data is sent to the user-

side communication block which in turn sends the data to the host280

CPU.

(b) If STOREB is followed by any other instruction other than HALT,

then the sequencer initiates the On-line scan mode. This mode is the

same as the off-line scan but the sequencer does not halt execution.

In case the sequencer comes across another STOREB while the user-285

side Ethernet communication block is busy sending the Neural/Synapse

information from the previous STOREB, the sequencer halts till the

user-side Ethernet block is free and then continues execution. However

when the sequencer is halted, entities in SNAVA can be accessed by the

host CPU.290
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c) Access control module – Access control module controls host CPU access

to entities in SNAVA. All the read or write access from a host CPU to the

registers/BRAMs in SNAVA is through the user-side Ethernet block. The

CPU access control provides access to the registers in every PE and the

BRAM access switch provides access to all the synaptic and neural BRAMs.295

The Config unit controls and executes the access through these two blocks

on request from the user-side Ethernet block.

d) Spike generation – This module is in charge of sending spikes that are

produced during the synaptic-neural processing phase to the AER control

[26] in order to carry out the spike distribution phase. The main feature of300

this module is to inform the AER control the details of the neurons that have

fired by sending the address of the neuron to it. The length of the address is

the 15 bits, which is composed by 4 bits for column, 4 bits for the row and

7 bits for the virtual neuron. These addresses are stored in a 15-bit FIFO

that is included in the AER control (see Fig. 2).305

a) Virtual neurons

The virtualization concept was introduced in the SNAVA architecture to

improve area consumption by simulating large-scale spiking neurons. This was

possible by implementing a neural BRAM, which stores the neural parameters of

different neurons, in every single PE, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, every SNN310

algorithm to be implemented in SNAVA, must contain in its code the neural

LOOP (LOOPN) and the synaptic LOOP (LOOPS), as shown in Fig. 7. The

LOOPS and LOOPN are the two instructions that are executed by the ALU and

the sequencer in order to process synaptic and neural parameters, respectively.

Therefore, the synapses and virtual neurons are carried out sequentially in each315

PE, but all virtual neurons that are contained in the PE array are updated

in parallel. As can be observed in Fig. 7, the sequencer executes LOOPS and

LOOPN instructions during Phase I. The index of the Synapse loop indicates the

memory position of a single synapse. Two instructions (LOADSP/STORESP)

are executed inside the Synapse loop to load synaptic parameters from Synaptic320
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Figure 7: Multi-virtual neuron processing with assembly structure.

BRAM to active registers or viceversa (Fig. 4). The Neuron loop is used to

implement the virtualization concept in PEs. If each PE is designated to sim-

ulate a single neuron, this loop is executed only once. The instruction LOADN

loads neural parameters from Neural BRAM to internal active registers and

instruction STOREN stores neural parameters from active registers to Neural325

BRAM. In this loop, the STOREPS spike instruction triggers the AER address

generator to scan the PEs for Neural spikes and stores the status for every PE.

It generates the addresses for the PEs that spiked at the current time and sends

them to the user-side AER for transmission. In case the same PE is used to

simulate several virtual neurons, there must be a STOREPS instruction at the330

end of every neuron loop-iteration and a SPKDIS instruction at the end of the
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neuron loop. This means the AER address generator sends the addresses of the

virtual neurons that spiked at the end of processing phase and the user-side

AER is triggered by the sequencer only after all the virtual neurons have been

processed. Here, all the PEs simulate the same number of virtual neurons and335

number of synapses by expending the same number of clock cycles irrespective of

whether there is or not pre-synaptic spike and the spike distribution time varies

depending on the resulting spikes, which are propagated into the network.

4. Implementation and performance

The SNAVA prototype has been implemented on a KC705 board from Xil-340

inx, which includes a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA, to support an array of up to 100

PEs and 200 synapses per PE and a single PE can implement up to 128 virtual

neurons running at 125 MHz. Hence a single SNAVA prototype could simulate

up to 12,800 virtual neurons and 20,000 synapses. This FPGA board offers ad-

vanced modules of hardware that involve high speed serial links and advanced345

memory interfaces. The use of these has facilitated the development of a scalable

architecture with high performance in terms of communication and processing.

Therefore, the scalability is one of important features offers by SNAVA which

allow the simulation of large-scale SNN by connecting multiple FPGAs boards.

The proposed network topology is based on a ring configuration, which enables350

the efficient use of the resources available, namely the construction of the net-

work does not require extra hardware such as routers to connect from 2 up to

127 FPGA boards in order to perform efficiently the distribution phase [26], as

shown in Fig. 8 and the pipeline operation carried in every board increases the

performance of the spike communication through the network. Hence, SNAVA355

is scalable respect to the number of boards and is also scalable in the number

of processing elements. The user can define the number of processing elements

that are required for a specific application enabling the creation of an optimized

architecture.

In regards to communication, two protocols have been implemented on360
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SNAVA in order to manage the data flow:

� Aurora is a free communication protocol provided by Xilinx, which is

used to transmit data point to point through fast serial links. This proto-

col offers high bandwidth, supports Full Duplex & Simplex channels and

occupies minimum area [27]. Aurora has been used in SNAVA for com-365

munication of spikes between neurons supporting the synchronous AER

protocol [26]. Our AER protocol uses the Ring Size parameter that defines

the number of nodes in the system, and a 7-bit Chip Identifier (ChipId)

to identify the source of each transmitted spike, which allows to connect

up to 127 FPGA boards.370

� For communication with the Host (SNAVA HMI), Ethernet MAC protocol

has been selected due to its flexibility, performance and reliability. As

mentioned above, the CPU access to SNAVA is by Gigabit Ethernet cables.

TriMAC Ethernet IP provided by Xilinx for 7-series FPGAs has been

utilized for this purpose. This IP core provides the liberty to the user375

in selecting between the three possible speeds of operation (10/100/1000

Mbps) [28].

As specified earlier, two Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) have been devel-

oped in order to design, control and monitor the SNAVA network. The descrip-

tion of a neural model and the design of the network are done with the help of380

software called SNAV A Conf . SNAV A Conf generates files required to con-

figure the network on the prototypes as designed. These files can be seamlessly

exported to SNAVA Human Machine Interface (HMI) to control the execution,

monitor the network and graphically display the synaptic-neural parameters for

easy perception and analysis. The current version of SNAVA HMI software can385

configure four FPGA boards in parallel with the designed network using the

four available G-Ethernet connections (more could be configured if available).

In the case of employing more than four boards, they can be initialized up to

four at a time. It must be noted that only four boards can be displayed in order
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Figure 8: SNAVA communication network.

to study the neural network output. A switch can be used in order to display390

more boards. A brief overview of both software tools is presented below.

a) SNAV A Conf

SNAV A Conf is a specific software that supports configuration of two mul-

tiprocessor functionalities; a) configuring the neural model b) configuring the

neural network. Based on these two configurations all the information required395

to carry out the simulation like the SNAVA compatible machine code from as-

sembly code describing the algorithm execution, initial values of all the neural

and synaptic parameters are generated as files post-processed with SNAVA HMI

(see Section b). The SNAV A Conf main window is composed of three sections

labelled as Neural model, Network, and Synapses, as shown in Fig. A1.400
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The Neural model section allows selecting the SNN model. There are some

standard models already pre-defined in the software such as LIF, Izhikevich

[9], Iglesias and Villa [25]. These existing models can be modified or even new

models can be defined and added to the list of existing models. The SNN model

to be implemented on the SNAVA boards is selected from the drop down box405

of “Model”. The network can be mapped on several FPGA boards (SNAVA

boards). The number of SNAVA boards to be connected to the ring network

[26] is indicated in the “SNAVA Boards” text box, as shown in Fig. A1. In this

arbitrary example, two boards have been enabled with 100 PEs each one and

each PE contains 10 virtual neurons.410

In the network section, the number of Processing Elements, virtual neurons

per PE, synapses per PE and the initial synaptic-neural values of the model per

SNAVA board are set. The array size is defined as rows and columns in the “PE

x Row” and “PE x Col” text boxes, respectively.

The Synapses section of the main window is dedicated to allow users to415

graphically connect synapses between virtual neurons across all the implemented

SNAVA boards. Observing Fig. A1, ‘chip A’ selects the source of the synaptic

connection and ‘Chip B’ the connection destination. An arbitrary neuron can be

selected by choosing the SNAVA board number and the virtual neuron position

in the array. These connections are converted into a custom CAM format to420

configure SNAVA. This CAM text file can also be written in a excel file and

loaded into SNAV A Conf by clicking “Import File” button. Fig. A1 shows an

arbitrary example, in which a single virtual neuron of Chip A can be connected

to 100 virtual neurons 1 of Chip B. This connectivity was used for better viewing.

Finally, clicking on the VHD button the configuration files are generated.425

These files contain the SNAVA compatible machine code of the SNN algorithm

for the execution module, the initial synaptic-neural parameters to be stored

in the BRAMs, the initial values of the LFSRs in the PEs and the synapse

connectivity table in CAM format.
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b) SNAVA HMI430

SNAVA HMI is an application that communicates with the SNAVA boards.

It controls their execution, monitors data via Ethernet and graphically displays

the user-selected network parameters, with the help of charts in real-time or of-

fline. It is adaptable to the SNN size. It provides different kinds of chart options

(e.g., waveforms and raster plot). It is possible to select the neural and synaptic435

parameters of interest for the graphical analysis. Two modes of analysis are

possible as mentioned earlier. The static/offline analysis of the SNN lets the

user display graphs using stored information belonging to previous simulations.

The dynamic/real-time analysis, instead, displays the network behavior in real

time by the use of dynamic charts. Here, only neural parameters such as mem-440

brane potential and post-synaptic spikes can be displayed in order to achieve 1

ms time step resolution. The main window is separated into five sections: Con-

figuration data, Watched elements, Board communication, Graphs and Debug

window as shown in Fig. A2. Firstly, on the top-left corner under Configuration

data, the desired mode of analysis is selected (i.e., neural or synaptic offline or445

dynamic real-time analysis). For real-time analysis, all the set up files gener-

ated by SNAV A Conf are loaded. For offline analysis, results of a previous

simulation are loaded.

The text area displays the synaptic-neural parameters once these parameters

were previously selected by clicking ADD button. This button will show all450

the neurons, synapses along with the parameters available in the network. This

allows the user to select synaptic-neural parameters either choosing from the list

or modifying manually the existing parameters in the text area. In the latter

case, the user must previously define the format of synaptic-neural parameters

(i.e., the user defines the labels according to the SNN model to be studied).455

The parameters specified in the text area will be used by the software during

the communication phase, to filter the messages sent by SNAVA in order to

collect information of only those parameters needed by the user, discarding all

the others in order to save memory.
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The simulation itself is initiated by pushing the Start Capture button. The460

Ethernet communication between SNAVA HMI and the SNAVA board is then

initiated. The SNAVA board is initialized and the simulation begins. The series

of buttons under graphs section are used to obtain the graphical results of the

watched elements. Single or multiple waveform charts and raster plots can be

generated.465

5. Performance analysis

SNAVA exploits the benefits of its parallel SIMD architecture. The majority

of instructions are carried out in a single clock cycle in all Processing Elements.

The following evaluations were carried out to obtain the SNAVA performance

figures in terms of processing speed and spike distribution time, by considering470

the simulation of Iglesias and Villa model [25], Izhikevich model [9] and Leaky

integrate-and-fire model in 16-bit fixed point arithmetic operations. The algo-

rithms for the simulation of the mentioned models have been programmed in

assembler code in order to achieve the maximum efficiency in terms of the exe-

cution time. Also, the program was defined in a structured manner in order to475

simplify the process of update. The assembler codes are available in following

link http://posgrados.esimecu.ipn.mx/docs/mcimi/AnnexB.pdf. The eval-

uation measures the performance of SNAVA in terms of number of clock cycles

to execute one simulation cycle of the above mentioned SNN model algorithms.

The LIF model has been implemented on SNAVA in order to be used in the480

applications that involve processing of sensory information due to its low com-

putational complexity. The algorithm consists of seven subroutines dedicated

to compute the neural parameters and a loop to calculate synaptic parame-

ters. The required number of cycles to execute each subroutine (neural loop

and synaptic loop) in Phase 1 is indicated in Table A2.485

We evaluate the Izhikevich model, which has become quite popular for the

simulation of Spiking Neural Networks [9]. This is because the SNN model

exhibits various spiking bursting behaviours of cortical neuron. The Izhikevich
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model is claimed to be computationally as efficient as the LIF model, and also

this model requires minimum hardware to simulate a large number of neurons.490

The required number of cycles to execute each subroutine in Phase 1 is indicated

in Table A3.

The SNN model proposed by Iglesias and Villa includes the modelling of the

neuron as LIF neuron but they include in the modelling the synapses impor-

tant mechanisms like learning based on the Spike-Timing-Dependent-synaptic495

Plasticity (STDP) [25]. They also included the noise in the simulation of their

model and the refractoriness in the neuron. The assembler code consists of

a main loop containing nine subroutine calls which are dedicated to calculate

the neural parameters, and a synapse loop which is dedicated to compute the

synaptic parameters, as shown in Table A4. This synaptic loop also includes500

6 additional subroutines to support plasticity mechanism in the synapses. The

number of clock cycles per subroutine were measured and translated into a

mathematical equation as a function of the variables S, N and NV , where S

defines the number of synapses to be simulated by the SNAVA multiprocessor,

N is the number of words in the neural BRAM assigned to each virtual neuron505

in order to store the neural parameters and NV is the number of virtual neu-

rons. There is a constant number of clock cycles in each assembler code (122,

222 and 189) that do not depend on the variables mentioned above. Adding

all the contributions of Tables A2, A3 and A4, equations 1, 2 and 3 allow to

obtain the number of cycles NT required to execute a single simulation cycle510

in SNAVA for Leaky integrate-and-fire model, Izhikevich model [9] and Iglesias

and Villa model [25], respectively.

NT = 4 ×N ×NV + 122 ×NV + 25 × S (1)

NT = 4 ×N ×NV + 222 ×NV + 31 × S (2)

NT = 4 ×N ×NV + 189 ×NV + 166 × S (3)
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Monitoring the synaptic and neural parameters on real time is essential to

observe the SNN dynamics. The penalty produced by this fact is not always

properly reported in neural hardware simulation articles. This section measures515

the overhead required to relay the parameters to SNAVA HMI through user-side

Ethernet. SNAVA allows the user to define the number of synaptic parameters

or neural parameters to be displayed on the monitor. Neural and synaptic

parameters in processing phase can be sent to SNAVA HMI once it has been

processed and the required parameters are moved into Reg 0 Bank 0 within520

the PE. The user-side Ethernet begins transmission of the data in the monitor

buffer on ad-hoc STOREB instruction. If the online scan mode is chosen, the

user-side Ethernet is relaying the parameters from a previous STOREB until

new STOREB is encountered or the execution module reaches the end of the

processing phase, then the sequencer should stop its operation. It resumes525

only after the user-side Ethernet module reads the data stored in every buffer

sequentially and sends these to SNAVA HMI. Equation 4 gives the number of

clock cycles required by the user side module to read all buffers,

NTD = P (BS
B
) (S ⋅ SD +NV ⋅ND) (4)

where NTD is the number of clock cycles to display the parameters in SNAVA

HMI, BS is the Ethernet interface register width (32 in the prototype), SD is530

the number of synapse parameters to be displayed, ND is number of neural

parameters to be displayed, P is the number of PEs, and B is the Buffer size

(8 in the prototype). In addition, the time required for the spike distribution

needs to be taken into account. It depends on the number of virtual neurons

that spike and the number of SNAVA boards in the ring. Equation 5 defines535

the number of clock cycles required for a single simulation cycle execution of an

SNN of any model and any size.

NT =K1 ⋅N ⋅NV +K2 ⋅NV +K3 ⋅ S +NF ⋅NCHIPS (5)

Where K1, K2 and K3, are SNN model dependent constants, NV is the
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number of virtual neurons per PE, S is the number of synapses per PE, N is

the number of PEs, NF is the number of neurons that spike and NCHIPS is the540

number of SNAVA boards connected to the ring.

Theoretical figures were obtained by analysing the performance of the pro-

posed multi-FPGA configuration involving 127 FPGAs in which all the FPGAs

are updated in parallel, as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the execution time of a

single simulation step of a single FPGA since all FPGAs are updated in parallel545

using three SNN models (LIF, Izhikevich [9] and Iglesias and Villa [25]) that was

calculated with equations 4 and 5. The constants K1, K2 and K3 were obtained

from equations 1, 2 and 3, respectively. However, the spike distribution time

was calculated with equation 5 taking into account the worst case (i.e., all the

virtual neurons of all FPGAs fire at every simulation step). In addition, the550

calculation of the theoretical performance considers the time for displaying the

post-synaptic spikes. Therefore, 127 FPGAs can simulate up to 1,625,600 vir-

tual neurons with 2,540,000 synapses achieving around 1 ms by processing three

large-scale SNN models with different computational complexities, as shown in

Fig. 9.555

Figure 9: The execution time required to perform the LIF, Izhikevich [9] and Iglesias and

Villa model [25] in a single time step

In addition to the previous analysis, a benchmark was made in terms of pro-

cessing speed in order to compare SNAVA’s performance with CPU-based and

GPU system by using 2,000 Izhikevich neurons [9] and 10 synapses per neuron.
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Device Execution Time

This work 1.78 ms

GPU 6.96 ms

CPU 230 ms

Table 1: Execution time by performing 2,000 Izhikevich neurons [9] in three different digital

devices.

These neurons were randomly connected. The Izhikevich model has been widely

used as a benchmark in other architectures to verify their performance in terms560

of processing speed [6, 8, 10, 12, 29]. Fig. 10 shows the experimental setup to

implement 2,000 Izhikevich neurons with 10 synapses per neuron in SNAVA.

As it can observed, we used two boards to test the multi-board configuration.

Each board contains 100 PEs and each PE supports 10 virtual neurons. The

screen displays the resulting spikes of each board in their corresponding two565

raster plots by executing 1000 simulation steps. A single threaded neural net-

work simulator programmed in C required 230 ms to calculate 1,000 ms of

simulation time on a single thread of a 12-thread, 6-core Xeon E5-2630 2.6GHz

server with 64 GB RAM. Likewise, the SNN network was programmed in C and

implemented on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 890 Ti 2816 CUDA Cores 1 GHz with570

6 GB GDDR5. The GPU required 6.96 ms to calculate 1,000 ms of simulation

time on a single thread of 16-thread per core. SNAVA performance shows that

the simulation of the SNN network required 1.78 ms to compute 1,000 ms of

simulation time. Therefore SNAVA is 129 times faster than the software simu-

lation on CPU-based and 4 times faster than GPU system, as shown in Table575

1.

6. Related work

Several approaches have been proposed with the aim of providing a SNN

simulator tool, which can be useful to understand some clues and structures of

the brain by neuroscientists, working on real time. To achieve such purpose it580
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Figure 10: The overall system setup. a) Visualization of Izhikevich neurons [9] on the screen.

b) Two Kintex-7 boards connected as ring configuration through SMA cables

is necessary to create a flexible architecture in terms of easy programmability

for supporting different SNN models and connectivity configurations. Indeed,

its architecture must be efficient in terms of processing speed and communica-

tion speed to achieve real-time (1 ms time step). In digital domain TrueNorth

[5] and SpiNNaker [6] architectures have been proposed to achieve such ob-585

jective. Both custom architectures promise to be powerful platforms in the

simulation of large-scale of SNN models. In contrast, there has been an extraor-

dinary development in reconfigurable computing devices within a short period

of time, especially in their resource availability, speed, and configurability (FP-

GAs), which makes these devices suitable to simulate those networks. FPGAs590

provide a platform for designing highly parallel systems and high-speed serial

links which are suitable for the simulation of SNN models. Obviously, these

platforms are designed for general purposes making them less efficient in terms

of area and power consumption in comparison with TrueNorth [5] and SpiN-

Naker [6] architectures (see Table 3). Clearly the implementations mentioned595

above can simulate many more neurons and synapses than the proof-of-concept
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SNAVA. However, the strength of SNAVA is the SIMD architecture with a single

programmable control unit that makes multi-model SNN simulation possible.

The SIMD architecture with simple SNN tailored processing elements saves a

lot of area when compared to SpiNNaker [6] that makes use of complex gen-600

eral purpose ARM cores. The TrueNorth implementation on the other hand

is much more area efficient, i.e., it has the capacity to emulate more neurons

and synapses when compared to SNAVA. But TrueNorth is an implementation

customized to a single SNN model. Hence, SNAVA hits the balance between

area efficiency and programmability. In addition, it is relatively inexpensive and605

much simpler to upgrade technology in FPGAs than in ASICs.

In the implementation of SNAVA, LUTs and registers represent the major

area consumption by expending 73% and 24% of the Kintex-7 FPGA, respec-

tively. Bigger networks can be implemented by using an advanced FPGA such

as Virtex-7 and Ultrascale families. In addition to the area consumption, the610

Kintex-7 FPGA consumes just 0.625 W of power where 4 mW is spent by a sin-

gle PE and the remaining power budget is dissipated by other modules such as

access control, spike generation, sequencer, AER control and the user-side Eth-

ernet communication block. However, SNAVA offers easy synapse and neuron

implementation by simulating different SNN models at high processing speeds615

by paying a penalty in terms of area/power consumption. Evidently, if SNAVA

is customized to support LIF neurons or Izhikevich neurons [9], the area/power

consumption can be decreased and more neurons and synapses can be sup-

ported. In addition, SNAVA offers the implementation of learning mechanisms

that is the current trend in advanced architectures [5, 14].620

As it can be observed from Tables 2 3, current FPGA-based architectures

and multicore-based architectures provide SNN simulation to be used as a tool

for exploring some of the biological functions carried out in the brain through

the execution of large-scale spiking neural networks. However, big challenges

remain in order to create a platform which can be efficient in terms of per-625

formance, processing speed, high level of interconnectivity, support of complex

neural modelling, etc.
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Implementation SNN model

Number

of

Neurons

Number

of

Synapses

Device Area Power Learning

This Work

LIF ;

Izhikevich [9];

Iglesias and

Villa [25];

synfire chain

model [30]

12,800 20,000
Kintex-7

XC7K325T

97,824

Slice

registers;

148,774

Slice

LUTs;

213

BRAMs;

100 DSP

slices

∗ 0.625 W YES

Bluehive [12] Izhikevich [9] 64,000 64,000,000
Altera

Startix IV
NA NA NO

Minitaur [14] LIF 65,536 16,780,000
Spartan-6

XC6SLX150

42,390

Slice

registers;

21,195

Slice

LUTs;

200

BRAMs

1.1 W NO

Luo et. al.

[15]

Passage of

time model

(POT)

101,000 100,000
Virtex-7

VC707

176,424

Slice

registers;

286,455

Slice

LUTs;

960

BRAMs ;

2,304

DSP48E1s

2.88 W NO

Table 2: Feature summary of SNN implementations on compact devices and using a single

FPGA.

∗We estimate the power consumption of the FPGA without electronics external to it using Xil-

inx XPower Analyzer in order to make a consistent comparison with the existing approaches.
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Implementation
SNN model

used

Number

of

Neurons

Number

of

Synapses

Device Used Cores

Power

consump-

tion

Area con-

sumption

This Work

Leaky

integrate-and-

fire;

Izhikevich [9];

Iglesias and

Villa [25];

synfire chain

model [30]

12,800 20,000
Kintex-7

XC7K325T
100 625 mW

∗ 12 mm2

28nm

process

technol-

ogy

TrueNorth [5] Izhikevich [9] 1,048,567 26,543,545
Custom

ASIC
4,096 < 150 mW

4.3 cm2

28 nm

process

technol-

ogy

SpiNNaker [6]

Izhikevich [9]

; Leaky

integrate-and-

fire

20,000 2,000,000
ARM9

processing
18 1 W [31]

101.64

mm2 130

nm

process

technol-

ogy

[31]

Table 3: Feature summary of SNN implementations on compact devices and using a single

chip.

∗ We estimate the area consumption of the FPGA in mm2 by analysing the package, pinout

and die area of the 7 Series FPGA [32]. The study of area consumption takes into account

the percentage of hardware resources utilization such as LUTs, registers, transceivers, DSP

slices and BRAMs in order to make a consistent comparison with the existing approaches.
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7. Synfire Chain Application

This section presents a synfire chain (SFC) used as a benchmark to demon-

strate the SNAVA functionality. The synfire chain network, which was initially630

proposed by Abeles [33], is a configuration extensively studied to understand

spike synchronization observed within local brain areas such as cat visual cortex,

songbird premotor nucleus, and primary motor cortex [34].

A SFC shows that firing synchronization can be achieved by propagating

spikes through a feed-forward synaptic topology [35] organized as several layers635

of excitatory neurons. Assuming a burst of spikes with a given dispersion at

the input layer, the SFC imposes the condition that, at each layer of neurons

the dispersion is maintained or reduced, improving the synchronization of the

input excitation. On the other hand, if the dispersion between layers increases

such synchronization will eventually fade.640

This work presents a SFC network that is composed of 200 neurons with 50

synapses per neuron. The SFC network has 4 layers and each layer requires 50

neurons as shown in Fig. 11.

7.1. Neural Model

We use the LIF model to simulate the synfire chain model [30] for the neural645

activity. It is a non-linear model defined by three-variable differential equations

shown as follows:

τmem
dv

dt
= x(t) − (V (t) − Vr) .

τrft
dx

dt
= −x(t) + y(t) .

τrft
dy

dt
= −y(t) + τrft ⋅ 25.27 mV +B.

(6)

where v denotes the membrane potential; x and y correspond to variables

that represent the activity of ion channel currents; parameter Vr is the resting

potential; τmem and τrft represent the membrane and relative refractoriness650

time constant, respectively. The threshold voltage Vth = -70mV, τmem = 10
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Figure 11: SFC topology

ms, τrft = 15 ms and the background activity noise (B) was generated using a

LFSR that is contained in each PE (see Section 3).

The synaptic model was implemented as the weighted sum of the post-

synaptic spikes added to the state variable y(t). We applied the same weight655

to all synaptic connections. This synaptic current is represented by Is.

Equations (7) show the discrete functions implemented in SNAVA to solve

the differential equations using Euler approximation, with initial conditions

V (t0) = Vth − V r, x(t0) = 0 and y(t0) = 0.

v(t + 1) = v(t)(1 − ∆t

τmem
) + (Vr + x(t))

∆t

τmem
.

x(t + 1) = x(t)(1 − ∆t

τrft
) + y(t) ∆t

τrft
.

y(t + 1) = y(t)(1 − ∆t

τrft
) + (25.27 + B

τrft
)∆t + Is

(7)
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7.2. Results660

As mentioned above, the SFC network requires 200 neurons with 50 synapses

per neuron. Therefore, a single FPGA board, which can support 100 PEs with

20,000 synapses, can be used to simulate them at high processing speeds. In

this application, we use 100 PEs with 2 virtual neurons per PE and assigning

50 synapses for each virtual neuron, i.e., the LOOPN instruction is executed665

twice and LOOPS instruction is executed 100 times. We utilize the SNAVA

HMI tool to transfer the neural model initial parameters from the PC to the

FPGA through the Ethernet connection. Besides, that tool is also responsible

for generating the corresponding control signals so that, once the initialization

is completed the execution of the SFC application is started. Furthermore, after670

each SNAVA simulation cycle, the post-synaptic spike events and other neural

information are sent back to the PC to be graphically represented.

Figure 12: SFC state variables Figure 13: SFC raster plot

Since SNAVA uses 16-bit signed fixed point representation, to prevent using

costly floating-point, we performed a precision analysis and determined the nec-

essary number of decimal bits for each variable. Using 7 bits for v(t) and 4 bits675
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for x(t) and y(t) a performance almost identical to the floating-point simulation

is achieved [36]. Fig. 12 illustrates the state variables v(t), x(t) and y(t) pat-

terns activity for a single virtual neuron in the input layer. It can be seen that

y(t) is affected by the pre-synaptic spikes and the background activity during

the spike time spread. In that way, the voltage membrane v(t) is influenced by680

the dynamics of x(t) and y(t), reaching the threshold voltage and returning to

the resting potential. Fig. 13 shows the SFC raster plot illustrating the spike

timing of the 4 layers (200 neurons) during 200 simulation cycles. The input

layer generates an input of 50 spikes with a pseudo-random distribution. It can

be seen that precise timing can be sustained as the pool of input stimuli go685

through from one layer to another.

The preliminary results have demonstrated the functionality of SNAVA as a

multi-model architecture. Our propose demonstrates more flexibility in model

choice in exchange for a more simplified but less adaptable design. Other advan-

tages of SNAVA are the availability of resources to simulate neural features such690

as background noise current, as well as the PE versatility to execute different

algorithms. As shown in Fig. 11, neurons of the input layer are programmed to

generate the input stimulus pool, while the 3 following layers process the neural

algorithm. The execution time for each simulation cycle is 29.26 µs, which is

inside of the biological scale rate.695

8. A simple experiment involving STDP

This section presents a simple experiment that involves STDP in the synapses

in order to demonstrate the capability of SNAVA for supporting such mecha-

nism. In this experiment, we test the accuracy and precision of the calculations

by stimulating a single neuron with two synapses, as shown in Fig. 14.700

We model the membrane using LIF model and the synapse includes synaptic

learning based on the STDP rule that was defined in Iglesias and Villa’s work

[25]. The membrane potential dynamics is described by the following equation:
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Figure 14: Diagram of a single neuron with STDP in the synapses. a) The simulation consist

of a single neuron with two synapses where each of them receives an alternative stimulation

for 0.6 ms. b) The STDP profile with the constants M+ = 6.6, M− = -6.6, τsyn = 0.3 ms

and ∆t = 0.1 ms.

V (t + 1) = Vrest +B(t) + (1 − Si(t)) ((V (t) − Vrest)kmem) +∑
j

ωji(t) (8)

where V (t + 1) refers to the membrane potential of neuron type either exci-

tatory or inhibitory, Vrest defines the value of the resting potential, B(t) is the705

background activity noise, Si(t) is the post-synaptic spike, kmem = e(−
∆t

τmem
)

is

the time constant linked to the leakage current, and finally, ωji(t) is the pre-

synaptic potential. In this experiment, the resting potential Vrest = - 78 mV,

τmem = 10 ms and ∆t = 0.1 ms. Here, the background activity noise B(t) is

an injected random excitatory pre-synaptic potential with zero mean and 30710

mV standard deviation that produces an increment of the membrane potential

V (t + 1). The neuron fires post-synaptic spikes due to noise at an average rate

of 2 spikes/s.

The pre-synaptic potential ωji(t) is a function of the pre-synaptic spike Sj ,

the synaptic potential P = 1 mV, and the variable learning Lji (the initial value715

of Lji = 20). This is expressed by the following equation:
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ωji(t + 1) = Sj ⋅Lji(t) ⋅ P (9)

Here, the value of Lji at time t defines the STDP rule according to Fig. 14b).

Hence, Lji is a function that depends on the correlation between the arrival of

pre-synaptic synaptic spikes Sj and the generation of post-synaptic spikes Si(t).
The value Lji increases when there is a post-synaptic spike (Si(t) = 1). This720

increment corresponds to the decreasing function of the elapsed time from the

previous pre-synaptic spike Sj(t). In a similar way, the variable Lji decreases

by a function of the elapsed time from the previous post-synaptic spike Si(t)
and the arrival of pre-synaptic spike (Sj(t) = 1). This rule can be defined as

follows:725

Lji(t + 1) = Lji(t) + (Si(t) ⋅Mj(t))) + (Sj(t) ⋅Mi(t))) (10)

where Mj(t) and Mi(t) correspond to the increasing and decreasing func-

tions of the variable Lji. These variables are defined as inter-spike decay func-

tions. Therefore, Mj(t) and Mi(t) indicate the latest pre-synaptic and post-

synaptic spikes, respectively. These functions are described as follows:

Mi(t + 1) = Si(t) ⋅M+ + (1 − Si(t)) ⋅Mi(t) ⋅ ksyn (11)

Mj(t + 1) = Sj(t) ⋅M− + (1 − Sj(t)) ⋅Mj(t) ⋅ ksyn (12)

The value of Mi and Mj are set to their maximum value M− and M+,730

respectively, when a post-synaptic spike Si(t) and a pre-synaptic spike Sj(t)
are generated. Otherwise, the variables Mi and Mj decay with a time constant

ksyn = e(−
∆t
τsyn

)
, where τsyn is the synaptic plasticity time. In this experiment,

the variables Mi and Mj are set to -6.6 and 6.6 when there are a post-synaptic

spike Si(t) and a pre-synaptic spike Sj(t), respectively, and both decay at τsyn735

= 0.3 ms and ∆t = 0.1 ms.
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8.1. Results

Figure 15 shows the results of the simulation of a single neuron with STDP

in the synapses. The neuron is stimulated externally by the background activity

to fire post-synaptic spikes Si at specific times that appear in the top line. In740

addition, the neuron is externally fed with two pre-synaptic spikes Sj through its

synapse 1 and synapse 2, respectively. In the present study, the whole simulation

last 3 ms where each simulation step is equal to 1.5 µs, i.e., SNAVA computes the

LIF model during 2,000 simulation steps. The first pre-synaptic spike Sj is sent

to synapse 1 at 0.2 ms which causes the value of Mj is set to 6.66 and the value745

of Lji of synapse 1 increases. However, the value of Lji of synapse 1 is decreased

in function of variable Mi when the neuron fires the first post-synaptic spike Si.

The first pre-synaptic spike Sj is fed to neuron through its synapse 2 after 0.6 ms

producing an increment of variable Lji of synapse 2 but the post-synaptic spike

Si produces a small decrement of this variable. Because of the timing between750

pre- and post-synaptic spikes, synapse 1 is getting depressed while synapse 2

is getting potentiated. Pre-synaptic spike 1 is distant in time from the next

post-synaptic spike and in fact it is closer to the previous post-synaptic spike

Si. This produces the synapse depression. On the contrary, pre-synaptic spike

2 is close to next post-synaptic spike Si and distant to the previous one, so it755

gets potentiated.

9. Conclusions

A scalable, program flexible SNN architecture has been introduced for effi-

cient SNN simulation. Scalability is one of the main features offered by SNAVA

which allows the simulation of large-scale SNN by connecting multiple FPGAs760

boards. The proposed network topology is based on a ring configuration which

enables the efficient use of the available resources, namely the construction of the

network does not require extra hardware to connect a large number of FPGA

boards. This reduces the effort for making expensive dedicated interfaces to

connect large number of boards like [12]. Besides, the pipeline operation carried765
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Figure 15: Graphical representation of the evolution of the strength between Si(t), Sj(t),

Mi(t) and Mj(t) variables for the synapses 1 and 2.

in every board increases the performance of the communication through the

network. Here, specific time slots are used for sending spikes via the shared

channel to obtain the minimum error rate (free collision transmission). In this

way the spikes contention is avoided. The program flexibility is shown by the

simulation of three SNN models with different levels of computational complex-770

ity. Therefore, this bio-inspired architecture offers an interesting development

tool to support different SNN models by exploiting the FPGA re-configurability

and minimizing implementation time.

Several ideas were applied to design an efficient architecture in terms of

processing speed. There are three important contributions to build a high per-775

formance simulator. The first contribution is focused to the development of
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simple, special-purpose PEs and customized instructions in order to increase

the performance of the processing system. The second contribution is linked to

the use of distributed memory system; the proposal idea was to implement the

synaptic and neural parameters on BRAMs. The CPE accesses directly to the780

BRAMs by expending a single clock cycle. The third contribution is related to

the implementation of 3-stage pipelined sequencer that allows to increase the

processing speed. SNAVA provides distinctive features in order to implement

specific SNN model for different applications: multi-model support, connection

between neurons is point to multi-point, virtual neuron support. Even though785

SNAVA trades off some area to offer all these features, it would make fast

prototyping of multi-model SNN solutions requiring real-time processing speed

possible.

We developed a bio-inspired application that involves Synfire chains to demon-

strate the easy programmability and high performance of SNAVA. These neural790

networks, which are used to analyse sequences of neural spikes, could be lo-

cated in some brain areas (primary motor cortex, visual cortex). Hence, these

sequences could serve as an method for learning temporal tasks such as percep-

tual discriminations of temporal signals and well-timed motor actions [34].

Part of future work is to improve the current GUIs in order to automatize the795

mapping of very large-scale SNNs. In addition, we need to develop new hardware

strategies to implement variable dendritic and axonal delays and optimize the

area consumption of SNAVA by implementing a larger number of synapses and

neurons.
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Appendix A: Figures and Tables of SNAVA

This Appendix presents the Figures and Tables that specify the operation

of SNAVA.935

Instruction Category

(keyword)
Function

CPE Instructions

Arithmethic
Addition, Subtraction, saturated and unsaturated

Multiplication, Increment, Decrement, Negation

Logical And, Or, Xor
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Register Set, reset and Shift operation on CPE registers

Flags Set and Reset of Zero, Carry, Saturation Flags

Conditional(FREEZE)
Freezes the CPE operation based on Zero, Carry,

Saturation Flags

Movement
Copies data from one register to other or between

Reg Banks in CPE

LFSR
Starts, stops the Pseudo random number generation

in CPEs

Load Instructions

Load all /LFSR
Loads data from Sequencer to the CPE register/

LFSR register

Load Synapse

(LOADSP)

Loads synapse parameters from Synapse BRAM to

CPE registers

Load Neuron

(LOADN)

Loads Neuron parameters from Neuronal BRAM to

CPE registers

Store Instructions

Store Synapse

(STORESP)

Stores the synapse parameters from the CPE

registers back to the Synapse BRAM

Store Neuron

(STOREN)

Stores the Neuron parameters from the CPE

registers back to the Neural BRAM

Store Pre-Synaptic

Spike (STOREPS)
Stores the Spike bit of CPE to AER Address Gen

Store Buffer

(STOREB)

Stores data from CPE registers to a buffer which is

to be sent to Host PC using Ethernet Protocol

Control and Looping Instructions

Loop (LOOPS,

LOOPN), End loop
Neuron loop and Synapse loop

Goto (GOTO,

GOTONL), Return
Conditional and Unconditional Jump
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Halt Halt SNAVA

Spike distribution

(SPKDIS)
Starts spike distribution phase

Table A1: SNAVA SET OF INSTRUCTIONS

Symbol Subroutine Clock Cycles

LNP Load Neural Parameters 2 ⋅N∗

SNP Save Neural Parameters 2 ⋅N∗

MP Membrane Potential 39

CS Cycles per synapse (25) ⋅ S∗

SU Spike update 48

RF Refractory Period 5

NS Neuron display 24

SE Spikes enable 6

(a) NEURAL LOOP

Symbol Subroutine Clock Cycles

SL Synapse Load 3

SW Synaptic weight 21

SS Synapse Save 1

(b) SYNAPTIC LOOP

Table A2: a), b) Subroutine calls for executing LIF model.

N∗ is the number of words in the neural BRAM assigned to each virtual neuron in order to

store the neural parameters.

S∗ is the number of synapses.
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Figure A1: SNAV A Conf main window.
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Figure A2: SNAVA HMI main window.
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Symbol Subroutine Clock Cycles

LNP Load Neural Parameters 2 ⋅N∗

SNP Save Neural Parameters 2 ⋅N∗

TI Thalamic Input 36

SU Spike Update 48

MP Membrane Potential 24

SE Spike Enable 6

CS Cycle per synapse (31) ⋅ S∗

MV Membrane Value 84

RV Recovery Value 24

(a) NEURAL LOOP

Symbol Subroutine Clock Cycles

SL Synapse Load 1

SW Synaptic weight 25

SS Synapse Save 5

(b) SYNAPTIC LOOP

Table A3: a), b) Subroutine calls for executing Izhikevich model [9].

N∗ is the number of words in the neural BRAM assigned to each virtual neuron in order to

store the neural parameters.

S∗ is the number of synapses.
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Symbol Subroutine Clock Cycles

LNP Load Neural Parameters 2 ⋅N∗

SNP Save Neural Parameters 2 ⋅N∗

IC Initial conditions 10

MV Membrane value 43

CS Cycle per synapse (166) ⋅ S∗

MOLP Memory of last post-synaptic 28

SU Spike Update 63

BA Background activity 34

RP Refractory period 5

SE Spike enable 6

(a) NEURAL LOOP

Symbol Subroutine Clock Cycles

SL Synapse Load 3

SW Synaptic weight 37

RVV Real value variable 30

AV Activation variable 57

MOLP Memory of last pre-synaptic spike 34

SS Synapse Save 5

(b) SYNAPTIC LOOP

Table A4: a), b) Subroutine calls for executing Iglesias and Villa model [25].

N∗ is the number of words in the neural BRAM assigned to each virtual neuron in order to

store the neural parameters.

S∗ is the number of synapses.
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